[Rare variants of blood proteins in human populations].
Rare variants of blood proteins occur, due to mutations (mutant alleles) in monomorphic loci encoding various proteins. A number of authors studied the distribution of these variants in human populations using the method of electrophoresis. The population of USA, South America, Japan, Europe was analysed. 1334 rare variants (1.0.10(-3)) were discovered out of 1,329,558 alleles (test locus in 664,779 individuals). 7 mutant alleles (3.6.10(-6)) were found among 1,957,305 alleles. The low frequency of occurrence of mutations in the loci encoding rare blood protein variants, when testing the speed of mutagenicity and its alteration, necessitates electrophoresis of blood proteins to be done in large scales. A method was proposed, based on accounting rare variants in children with congenital disorders, which are supposed to have a heavy load of mutations. The data collected demonstrated that the majority of rare variants in a given generation were obtained from parents. Accumulation of rare protein variants at low concentrations, as neutral alleles, in conditions of low mutation frequency in monomorphic loci takes place in the population. Comparison of frequencies of rare variants among healthy newborns and the children with congenital disorders revealed their identity (1.0.10(-3)), as compared to 1.05.10(-3)). Simplification of the method for scoring mutations judging by rare blood protein variants, which is necessary for monitoring for gene mutations in human populations, stimulates development of novel approaches.